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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $8.00 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi
without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in the
lobby. Also, if you know which restaurant you
want to go, do not let the driver change your
mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port that can only be boarded there. They
have pre-fixed rates per passenger. City
cabs are yellow or white, and charge by the
ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go
downtown, remember that your fare covers
the ENTIRE central area, so make sure you
are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the
past year or so. Download their app in your
smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on

Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered by
the local tour agencies. Before boarding, make
sure you have a map and take note of the places
you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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DEAR ALLYNA VINEBERG:
On the morning of Good Friday,
three neighbours in the 5 de Diciembre
neighbourhood gathered together to finally
tackle the mounds of garbage that had been
accumulating at the access / egress point on
the sides of the Lateral Libramiento...
With shovels, brooms, rakes, garbage bags
and gloves, we embarked on our project to (set
out to) clean up the neigbourhood.
What a wonderful surprise it was when
out came 4 hombres from the Grupo Granja
Jovenes building who had seen our work
in progress and decided to hand us not only
quite a few more garbage bags, but offered
the assistance of Carlos, a young man who
stayed on the job for more than two hours,
energetically helping us load all the plastic
and glass bottles, Styrofoam, cardboard, beer
cans, coffee cups, dog poop, tires, clothes,
shoes, kitchenware, computer parts, furniture
and all sorts of unmentionables into some 30
bags …and carried them to where hopefully
the garbage collectors would pick them up.
A filthy but productive job it was, but what a
pleasing result in the end.
Thank you so much, GGJ people, and may
we have set an example of how much nicer
a neighbourhood can look without discarding
garbage all over it.
Clean is healthier - for all of us!
Candy, Madelon, Rand and Carlos

DEAR EDITOR:
Thank you for sharing in an amazing
“Connect with Mexico” season this year. We
made some wonderful discoveries about the
country, and ourselves, these past eight weeks
and undoubtedly brought up the level of
conversation in our Puerto Vallarta community.
Thanks so much to each of you for making
this possible and for being there. “Connect with
Mexico” has an enormous debt of gratitude
with the Boutique Theatre for their unending
enthusiasm, for hosting us and for making our
guests feel comfortable and at ease.
I truly hope you gained new tools to
better understand Mexico... and those often

Carlos
www.connectwithmexico.com

DEAR EDITOR:
First I want to commend the people who took
the time to paint the markers for the bike path
but unfortunately it was a complete waste of
time. People still walk all over them and bikes
and skateboards are racing down the crowded
malecon weaving in and out between the
pedestrians, day and night.
It’s only a matter of time before someone gets
seriously injured. I remember when the police
would make riders get off their bikes and push
them, long overdue to start doing this again.
Then there are the people riding rented
Segways down the crowded sidewalk on Olas
Altas... what goes through their head?
I also have an aversion to people with dogs
in restaurants sharing their meal with them,
kissing them, talking baby talk to them, and to
the man who pushes his two big dogs in a baby
carriage down Jacarandas and people have to
step onto the road to let them pass.
Oh well, I suppose they are a substitute for
children so it is what it is.
Allan Prout

About our cover...
Our long-time friend
Dasan Pillai was born in
Sri Lanka. For a while,
he lived in Puerto Vallarta
where he operated a
fabulous restaurant, and
created beautiful jewelry in
his spare time. Nowadays,
Dasan lives in Canada, but returns to his
beloved Vallarta regularly. He has created two
Facebook group pages called Images of Puerto
Vallarta and puerto vallarta mexico in images
so that “we can show the fun and happy side of
Vallarta.” In addition, you may want to visit
his web page: www.photobydasan.com

(See location number on Central Map)

avineberg@yahoo.com

indecipherable Mexicans. Do remember to keep
on talking to them, one of the best ways to learn
about this country of theirs and of yours. And...
who knows! We might do it again next season.
All the best,
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wonderful project and will be available to
answer questions. Donations to the project
will be greatly appreciated.

April events & activities

Plaza planting now complete
As you can see in the photo, the Garden
Club has completed the planting of more
than 5,000 plants in the Plaza de Armas, the
main zocalo [square] for Puerto Vallarta.
This was our largest project ever and a
tremendous undertaking. Thanks to all of the
Garden Club volunteers that helped plant the
plants, to the City of Vallarta for their critical
assistance, and to all of the donors that made
this effort possible. If you haven’t viewed
the new Plaza landscaping, make plans to
drop by for a visit. We’re very proud of the
way everything turned out.

April 26 Wine reception
in Lazaro Cardenas Park, 6 p.m.
As many of you know, an artist-led
project to beautify Lazaro Cardenas Parque
through the use of colorful mosaics is now
well underway.

Join us April 26 in the park for a glass
of wine and a brief presentation on “El
Parque de los Azulejos” by Nat Moraga and
Nancy Page. Nat, who created the Garden
Club’s beautiful park benches on Francisca
Rodriguez (Pier Street), is leading this

Need to renew your membership?
It’s not too late to renew your 2018
membership and every donation helps. To
donate using PayPal, renew here.
Thanks for everything! See you soon!
Vallarta Garden Club

(See location number on Central Map)

April 17 Election of Officers
5 p.m. at Incanto
Time again to elect new officers, including
a President, Vice President, Secretary and
Treasurer. The 2-year terms currently held
by David Muck, Andre Latigan, Leslie
Rutledge and Cole Martelli expire this
month. As such, we will hold elections
and ask that you join us for this important
meeting. Formal adoption of a Board of
Trustees will also be on the Agenda.
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When you decide to go on a trip, you try to
take care of each and every one of the aspects
necessary to enjoy a wonderful vacation,
you consider itineraries, time and budgets;
within these, you must always remember the
health factor, because an unforeseen event
can change the course of your stay away
from home. To be forewarned, we often
resort to insurance policies.
Sometimes your vacation does not go as
planned and the insurance that you have
purchased is your only way out. The matter
itself is that given the nature of the service
referred to, it often happens that it is acquired
almost without knowing its characteristics,
until the moment when it is definitely
required, so Hospiten Puerto Vallarta gives
you some tips that are very important when
purchasing this type of service:
1.- The most important thing is to know
the type of policy that has been acquired:
most of the difficulties experienced by
patients take place when they arrive to the
hospital, believing that presenting their
insurance card is all they must do, all should
be solved and there is nothing else to pay
for, big mistake! The reality is that insurance
coverage is subject to many restrictions,
so before the insurer makes a decision and
reports whether it will cover a patient, some
time will pass, it can even take several days,
considering that not all insurance companies
make direct payments to hospitals.
2.- Make sure you are well informed about
the main reasons why the medical care is
covered via reimbursement:
• Being hospitalized for less than 24 hours
(Traveling Cases).
• Not having all the required insurance
documentation during medical care.
• Going to hospitals outside the medical
network, in case of international insurance, this
means that the acquired policy does not have
direct coverage abroad or the case of not having
acquired the international travel option.

• Waiting time in medical conditions:
many insurers have specific clauses where
they do not authorize certain treatments
before the contractor meets a certain time
term established by the company.
• Abuse of Alcohol, Drugs or Other
Substances: when dealing with accidents
many insurers request antidoping to confirm
if the accident was caused by the use of any
of these substances.
• Risky activities.

Hospiten Puerto Vallarta offers
personalized advice on this matter and
invites you to consider this information
when purchasing a policy, so you can feel
calm and confident of having the best
medical insurance coverage.

3.- Identify those services that insurance
usually does not cover: It is important to know
that this information is also found in the detail of
the acquired policy, the most frequent rejections
are due to:
• Pre-existing diseases: the patient has the
condition since before acquiring the policy.

4.- Know which are the most common
types of insurance:
Major Medical Health Insurance, this is
the most common insurance policy that can be
purchased in the market, only covers payment
directly to the Hospital when a patient
requires to stay in the medical center for more
than 24 hours. Any other service is through
reimbursement. Before traveling it is advisable
to verify if the insurance has coverage abroad
and outside the network of providers.
Indemnity Insurance due to Hospitalization,
usually acquired through banks, this insurance
policy reimburses the amount contracted when
the patient stays more than 24 hours in a hospital,
regardless of the condition.
Travel Insurance, these insurances are
only purchased for the period in which the
person is away from their place of origin,
they have different coverages according to
the contracted policy and can even cover
hospitals outside the country. They are
highly recommended as they are specialized
in the matter even when they have several
restrictions, because since they are not a
medical insurance, there are conditions that
they cannot cover.
Repatriation Insurance, unlike travel
insurance, this insurance does not cover
medical expenses abroad, they only work
to evacuate patients back to their place
of origin. It is important to mention that
coordinating an evacuation may take time
and the patient must be stable to be a
candidate for transfer.

HOSPITEN is located at: 3970 BVLD. FRANCISCO MEDINA ASCENCIO, COL. VILLA LAS FLORES. TEL.: 226-2080
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Christina Larson

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Los Bambinos are happy to offer a donation to
the Corazón de Niña Foundation. They invite you
to do the same. Currently, this home supports 56
children and they are looking for an education
sponsor for the bright young children. For more
information and/or to make a donation, please
visit their website www.fundacioncorazon.mx
or contact the director Melissa at 224-9209.

(See location number on Central Map)

Los Bambinos are so grateful to their
community for a record-breaking show season.
They had the opportunity to perform over 50
sold out shows! Furthermore, with the support
of an all star kitchen support, the restaurant and
food reviews were shining. Do not miss the last
few shows of the season!
During the last two weeks, the group had the
unique opportunity to welcome talented guest
performer Axel Solis of Fundación Corazón
de Niña A.C., a registered Mexican non-profit.
“For me, it was a very moving experience to
work with a young man who carries so much
passion for the music and genuine willingness
to study and perfect the selection for the show.
Axel’s rock-solid demeanor shows the excellent
upbringing by the Corazón de Niña family. It
was a pleasure to work with him and I hope we
have the opportunity to share the stage with him
again” - Lazzaro Morales, lead guitarist.

Mention this article to get 2 tickets for the
price of one to any of the shows.
Come to Bambinos Trattoria to feed your
body with an authentic Italian meal, while
Los Bambinos nourish your soul with heartfelt
harmony and masterful music.
Los Bambinos’ six weekly, 8 to 10 p.m. shows are:
- Monday & Tuesday - Beatle Mania: Tribute
to the Beatles
- Wednesday & Thursday - Big Girls Don’t
Cry featuring Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons
- Friday & Saturday - Fiesta Latina | Latin
Party featuring Axel Solis April 6th
Each of their shows highlights the tasteful
mix of traditional and International tunes that
Vallarta loves about this talented group.
Los Bambinos present their shows at Bambinos
Trattoria (www.bambinostrattoria.com) located
at 314 Aguacate, at the corner of Venustiano
Carranza in the Romantic Zone on the south side
of town, just before Mundo de Azulejos. Dinner
seating begins at 6:30 p.m. Music starts at 8 p.m.

30
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Pasitos de Luz and Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic

Last Seasonal Game: Wednesday, April 11th

Last Charity Seasonal Bingo on Wednesday, April 11th!
Come to Nacho Daddy’s on Wednesday, April 11, 2018 to
support Colina Spay & Neuter (free spay & neuter services for
cats and dogs to those who are unable to pay) and the children of
Pasitos de Luz (non-profit organization that provides care and
rehabilitation for disabled children from low-income families in
Puerto Vallarta).
Our bingo games are played on paper cards and we supply ink
daubers! There are 7 games not including the final blackout and
all games are different to make it interesting and fun!
Buy a package of seven games for $100 pesos or VIP bingo
package for $300 which includes not only the games, but 5
tickets for our amazing Raffle and 50/50 Blackout Game! Each
game allows you three chances to win! The winner of each game
receives a bingo bag full of great certificates generously donated
by local restaurants and businesses! The final blackout game
pays the winner cash with the winner taking home half the pot
in pesos!
“Pick your own” Raffle prizes can include: Wine and wine
glasses, bottle of tequila, ACT II theatre tickets, Diamond
International Diamond Earrings, and very generous gift cards from
the following businesses: Diamond International, Barcelona Tapas,
Langostinos Restaurant, Cheeky Monkey, Sea Monkey, Alexander
A Salon, Cassandra Shaw Jewelry, and Lucy’s CuCu Cabaña! The
more raffle tickets you buy the more chances to win!
Both charities would like to thank everyone who has come
out this season, played Bingo and supported us! We would like
to thank all the sponsors, Nacho Daddy and the volunteers!
We look forward to another successful Bingo next season.
Bingo is played upstairs at Nacho Daddy’s (287 Basilio Badillo).
The room is large, air-conditioned and smoke free. Children are
welcome! Come play bingo, have fun, support these amazing
charities and enjoy the great atmosphere, food and beverage specials!
Please give a shout out to and support our amazing sponsors:
ACT II, Red Room, Diamonds International, Alexander A
Salon, Lucy’s Cucu Cabaña, Langostinos, Cheeky Monkey,
Sea Monkey, Bagel World, Deja New Consignment, Dr. Rachel
Holistic Chiropractic, Barcelona Tapas, Nacho Daddy, Cassandra
Shaw Jewelry, Fab Fabric Fellows, Marcia Blondin, and more!
Next Season: If you would like to volunteer or donate a product
/ service / certificate, we would love to help promote your local
business! Please contact Verity Leslie at verbull@hotmail.com
with inquiries.

EXPRESS

Eye exam and lens tting by specialists
Contact lenses and Large collection of modern
European frames
We are your best option in quality and prices!
Francisco I. Madero #396

SERVICE

(Corner of Aguacate)
Tel. (322) 223 2995 eye-metrics@hotmail.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Cards go on sale 3 p.m., Games start at 4 p.m.
At Nacho Daddy’s Restaurant
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Mexico and the U.S. often work
together at sea but, according to the
Coast Guard, the new effort will
significantly increase the levels of
“information sharing, collaboration
and cooperation between the
United States, Mexico and other
partner nations.”
Coast Guard spokeswoman
Alana Miller said operational
personnel from Mexico and the
United States will board the other
country’s vessels to gain expertise
and witness operations first-hand
as well as share information about
smuggling routes.
Fishboats, skiffs, commercial
cargo ships and even homemade
submarines are used to move
cocaine from countries such as
Colombia to Central America and
Mexico, AP said.

Miller added that there was no
set conclusion date for the joint
efforts, saying it will continue “for
the foreseeable future as long as it’s
working for everyone.”
In the past five years, the U.S.
Coast Guard has made record drug
seizures but officials say that due
to limited resources, the smallest
branch of the United States military
only catches about 25% of drug
shipments in the Pacific.
Still, cocaine secured annually
at sea accounts for three times the
amount seized at the Mexico-U.S.
border.
But United States politicians have
focused more on ways to combat
drugs flowing over the border rather
than tacking the problem closer
to its source. President Donald
Trump’s border wall proposal is a
prime example.
But the aim of the new operation
is to stop boats and seize drugs
before they reach Mexico and are
loaded onto trucks to make the
journey to the country’s northern
border and then onward to the
lucrative U.S. market.
An associate professor at the
University of San Diego told AP
that the joint operation fits with
Trump’s vow to pursue “bad
hombres” while President Enrique
Peña Nieto has recognized that

(Source: The Associated Press)

(See location number on Central Map)

The governments of Mexico and
the United States have put aside
their differences to cooperate on
a new, broad-reaching maritime
operation to combat the drug trade.
United States Coast Guard
officials told the news agency
Associated Press that the two
countries, along with Colombia,
are scheduled to start a mission
Saturday that will target drug
smugglers off South America’s
Pacific coast.
U.S. Coast Guard Admiral Paul
F. Zukunft had earlier raised the
possibility of a coordinated effort at
a recent defense conference in San
Diego, stating that the U.S. “can’t
do it alone.”
“It’s no secret we are besieged with
the flow of drugs from Latin America
to the United States,” he said.

Mexico needs help to combat the
high levels of violent criminal
activity.
“With more walled-off sections
of the border, we’ve seen drug
trafficking organizations literally
go underground or offshore,” David
Shirk said.
The academic also warned that
the military cooperation could lead
to “serious violations of suspects’
rights at sea and possible human
rights violations in the process.”
However, Coast Guard officials
say that they respect suspects’
rights.
Despite strained relations between
Mexico and the United States
and their respective presidents, a
political scientist at the Center for
Economic Research and Teaching
in Mexico City doesn’t believe that
the joint operation with the U.S.
will get much negative reaction
from Mexicans who are tired of
drug violence.
“The more insecurity we have,
the less nationalism we have in
Mexico,” Jorge Chabat said.
However, he is skeptical that the
operation will do much to curb the
quantity of drugs reaching the U.S.
“This is something they have to
do to maintain drug trafficking at
the same level, and not allow it to
grow,” Chabat said.
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omnichannel store because they will feature a large
orange sign on their façade that says: “Compra en
Línea, Recoge Aqui” (Buy on Line, Pick Up Here),
Guillin explained.
Despite the increased emphasis on buying online, he
stressed that the company would maintain its current
number of employees but there will be some internal
movement of staff based on the company’s needs.
“It’s about responding to consumers who are
changing [and] adapting ourselves to them,” he said.
At the start of this month, the country’s largest
retailer announced an annual investment of almost
20.9 billion pesos (US $1.1 billion) that will mainly
be assigned to store refurbishments and maintenance
as well as the opening of new stores and logistics.
The amount represents an almost 20% increase on
its previous annual budget. Walmart México opened
79 new stores last year, most of them under the
Aurrera, Aurrera Epress and Mi Bodega brands.
Another innovation the company is rolling out are
mini-Walmart stores within its shopping complexes
where there are high levels of foot traffic. Guillin said
the rationale behind the Walmart tienditas, or little
stores, is to help customers save time.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, El Economista)

Querétaro artisans will soon be able to offer their products on Amazon, the state sustainable
development secretary announced yesterday.
Marco del Prete Tercero explained that negotiations with the e-commerce giant are about to be
concluded, allowing artisanal products from Querétaro to reach the global marketplace through
Amazon’s Handmade microsite.
The road to Amazon started with the introduction in December of Auténtica Queretana
(Genuine Querétaro), a brand created by the state government to bring together 300 artisans from
11 municipalities with a largely indigenous population.
Auténtica Queretana goes beyond the sale of handicrafts by providing the artisans with
counseling, training and funding. The program is complemented with anthropological and
sociological research designed to guarantee that the creations sold through the brand are
manufactured using authentic indigenous processes.
Auténtica Queretana offers pottery, textiles, jewelry, woodwork and leather products that
are readily available in some chain stores and in markets such as the Casa Queretana de las
Artesanías, located in Santiago de Querétaro, the state capital.
Del Prete remarked that the Auténtica Queretana brand is open to all those artisans who want
to join. The only requirement is to take the training courses through which the quality of the
products will be guaranteed.
(Source: mexiconewsdaily.com, El Universal)
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(See location number on Central Map)

Retail giant Walmart has opened its first omnichannel
store in Mexico, offering customers the opportunity to
buy its products in a variety of ways.
Located in Tlalnepantla, México state, the store
features a drive-thru where online purchases can be
picked up, free WiFi internet, self-checkout machines
and digital catalogues that customers can browse
through and use to order products that are not in stock.
The idea is to provide customers with multi-channel
buying options and is seen as a means for Walmart to
challenge dominant online retailer Amazon.
The vice-president of Walmart México told the
newspaper El Economista that the store is not part of
an experiment or trial but the start of a concept that
will be rolled out more widely across the country.
“ ... It’s a new generation of stores. All our new
stores, as well as ones we refurbish, will have this new
concept ... Sergio Guillin said.
“We will also equip existing stores with
omnichannel capacity. The idea is for all our stores
to be omnichannel, but it won’t be immediate. It will
be done over the coming years. We already have 263
Walmart stores that are adapted to e-commerce, of
which 100 offer home delivery,” he added.
Customers will be able to easily identify an

(See location number on Central Map)

New concept offers multi-channel customer experiences
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Incanto’s Spring Season spotlights
Gypsy Rumba, Media Luna and Canada’s Sylvia Gallant
Sundays, April 8 & 22
Gospelicious Gospel Brunch
Host Singers’ and pianist /
David Troy Francis. Hosted
Final shows for the season.

at 12 noon with ‘The Holy
Music Director
by Tracy Parks.

Sundays at 8 p.m. - Gypsy Rumba plays highenergy Flamenco, Gypsy and Latin rhythms
with their full band in the main theater. They
will also present a tribute to The Gipsy Kings on
select Sundays. See calendar.
Tue., Thu. & Sat., April 10, 12 & 14 at 8
p.m. - Canadian entertainer / singer Sylvia
Gallant presents ‘Cabaret La Vie En Rose’, a
delicious mix of glamour, humor and tenderness,
featuring the music of Edith Piaf and the 20’s,
30’s and 40’s.
Wednesday, April 11 at 6:30 p.m. - Bohemia
Viva’s closing performance of ‘The Sound
Garden’ featuring Latin rhythms, beautiful
ballads and gorgeous harmonies.
Sunday, April 15 at 8 p.m. - Lobo and Latcho
present an encore performance of ‘Primal
Groove’ (Gypsy/Flamenco) with Special Guest,
Andrea, from ‘The Blond Gypsies’.
Tuesday, April 17 at 7:30 p.m. - Paco Ojeda
on Music presents a music appreciation lecture
featuring ‘Sweeney Todd’ with Special Guests.
He will also present a follow-up screening
of the 1980 touring company performance
starring Angela Lansbury and George Hearn on
Thursday, April 19 at 7:30 p.m.
Classic stage comedy ‘Greater Tuna’, starring
Ron Spencer and Tracy Parks has been extended
by popular demand. Performances resume on
Wednesdays starting April 25 at 8 p.m.

IN THE PIANO BAR Tongo plays Latin/Cuban rhythms on his handmade
flutes/drums on Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. Also select
mornings starting at 10am on the riverside terrace.
Joby Hernandez plays pop/rock favorites in
English and Spanish on guitar Wednesdays at 5
p.m. Also select mornings starting at 10am on the
riverside terrace.
The Red Suitcases play Classic Rock/Pop in
English and Spanish Sundays and Wednesdays at
7:30 p.m.
Singer-songwriter Zoe Wood plays Nuevo Flamenco
instrumentals, Jazz and Latin Standards, and originals
on acoustic guitar. Special Guest musician Eduardo
Leon joins her on select Thursdays at 5 p.m.
Hulda Hix presents the all-new ‘Thirsty Thursdays’
with wine tasting and entertainment at 7 p.m.
Open Mic is on Thursdays, now at 9:00 p.m. Sing,
dance, play… the stage is yours.
‘The Joanie Show’ starring Joan Houston and Bob
Bruneau plays Fridays at 5 p.m.
Bingo with Pearl is on Saturdays at 4 p.m. Special
guests include Ballet Folklorico Tradiciones and
Amber the male belly dancer.
Moruno plays Mediterranean, Arabic, Flamenco
on Saturdays at 7 p.m.
Cheko Ruiz and Alex Gonzalez of Gypsy Rumba
play their duo show in the piano bar on most
Saturdays at 9:30 p.m. See their full band in the
theater on Sundays at 8 p.m.
Pianist Dennis Crow plays standards and showtunes
Sundays at 5 & 10 p.m., Tuesdays at 5 p.m. and
Fridays at 7 p.m. with singer Luis Villanueva.
Salsa dancing/lessons is held on Wednesdays
& Sundays at 8 p.m. on the upper terrace. All are
welcome.
Happy Hour daily 2 to 6 p.m. ‘The Zen Hour’, is 4
to 5 p.m. daily with soft music in the piano bar. 2x1
show tickets offered during this hour only on select
current shows. Limited quantities.

For online tickets with no booking fees and more detailed information, visit www.IncantoVallarta.com No cover in the piano bar. Beginning April 9,
Incanto will be closed on Mondays. Box Office hours are 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Tues-Sun. Casual dining is always available. Contact General Manager Gilberto Figueroa
for group and special event bookings at Incantopv@gmail.com Incanto is located at 109 Insurgentes (at the Rio Cuale). Call 223-9756 for reservations.

(See location number on Central Map)

Fridays at 8 p.m. - Media Luna plays highenergy Flamenco, Rock, and Huapango with
Special Guests, through April.
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La Tragédie de Carmen is a radical adaptation of Georges
Bizet’s Carmen. It was created by the acclaimed British
theatre director Peter Brook in 1981 for the tiny Théâtre
des Bouffes du Nord in Paris. Brook collaborated with
composer Marius Constant and writer Jean-Claude Carrière
to create an intimate chamber version for just four singers,
which uses new spoken dialogue that draws on the novella
by Prosper Mérimée, the opera’s original inspiration. La
Tragédie de Carmen was a runaway success at its premiere,
and soon after was performed internationally and adapted
for film.
Brook pared Bizet’s opera back to its core: ‘everything
is trimmed away to focus on the intense interaction, the
tragedy of four people.’ The result is a powerful piece of
theatre coloured by Bizet’s wonderful music, including
Carmen’s ‘Habanera’, Escamillo’s Toreador Song and Don
José’s Flower Song. Director Gerard Jones creates a new
production of Brook’s adaptation in the atmospheric space
of Wilton’s Music Hall, for the young stars of the Jette Parker
Young Artists Programme – following on from their sell-out
success with Handel’s Oreste in the same venue in 2016.
Synopsis: The soldier Don José falls in love with the gypsy
Carmen. But she grows tired of his jealousy, especially after
she meets the toreador Escamillo.
The performance, sung in French with English subtitles,
lasts about 1 hour and 45 minutes, including one intermission.
This transmission from the Royal Opera House begins at 12
noon on Saturday, April 7th, at Teatro Vallarta, located at 184
Uruguay downtown.

8

(See location number on Central Map)

Carmen at Teatro Vallarta!
La tragédie de Carmen

(See location number on Central Map)
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THE 7 ARTS

As the “high” season in Puerto
Vallarta winds down, Act II realizes
that there are still a lot of people in
town who are looking for things to do,
so Act II has launched its first-EVER
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Be sure and check this week’s schedule
which is printed below. Many of our
shows sell out, so get your tickets
now at act2pv.com!

Spring Entertainment Season!
Here’s a list of the shows being
presented during April and May!

California Dreamin’
Woodstock
Us Two
Mama Tits: “Big and Loud!”
“Motown and Beyond” Diana Villamonte
“Simply The Best! A Tina Turner
Tribute” - Diana Villamonte
“Timeless” - Renee Armand
& Paul Aleman
“Movie Night” with Hedda Lettuce
ImproVallarta
Fraser Frase
Katmandu
The Beatles: “Come Together”
Steve Grand
Nunsense A-Men
Debby Holiday
Please check out this week’s
schedule below and choose which
shows you would like to see! Tickets
are available today at act2pv.com

#1 in THEATERS!
#1 in SHOWS and CONCERTS!
#6 out of 179 BEST OF
VALLARTA “Things to Do!”
A big thank you to so many of
you who have written TripAdvisor
reviews on our shows! e couldn’t
have done this without you! Also,
it’s not too late to write a review
of YOUR favorite show, too!
Just go to www.tripadvisor.com

A whole new layer of comedy surfaces
with lines, such as “The guys in the
old neighborhood still can’t believe
I became a nun!” To quote the New
York Times: “A change of habit, boy
oh, boy!”
Act II’s Nunsense A-Men! stars Bert
Ramirez, Shawn Morgan, José Jasso,
Roberto Gomez, and Al Carswell. It
is directed by Alfonso López and
choreographed by Steven Retchless!

(Shows sell out - get your tickets now!)

Friday, April 6
“California Dreamin’” A musical
tribute to the Mamas & Papas – 7 p.m.
“The Tina Turner Tribute Show,”
starring Diana Villamonte – 7:30 p.m.
Hedda Lettuce – 9:30 p.m.

Brand new show announced!
Opening Night - Saturday, May 19 - 7 p.m.
Continuing - May 19, 22, 26, 29, 30
and June 2 - 7 p.m.
“Is Nunsense A-Men! fun? Definitely
yes. The all-male cast is a genuine
blessing.” - New York Times

Nunsense A-Men! is a hilarious
production of the “Nunsense”
Off-Broadway show, but all of the
characters are MALE musical comedy
performers! Think of it as “Mrs.
Doubtfire Enters the Convent!” The
show is performed “totally seriously,”
with (to quote a critic), “no drag.”
First performed in Brazil as
“Novicas Rebeldes”, this version of
Nunsense premiered in New York
in 1998. Receiving rave reviews
and standing ovations, subsequent
productions have boasted such stars as
“Laugh-In”’s Arte Johnson, as Mother
Superior, and Olympic Champion
Greg Louganis as Sister Robert Anne.

Saturday, April 7
“Timeless,” starring Renee Armand
and Paul Aleman
Sunday, April 9
Act II is now closed on Sundays! All
shows have been moved to other days.
Monday, April 9
Woodstock ‘69 – 7 p.m.
Us Two, starring Noemi Plascencia
& Daniel Celis – 7:30 p.m.
“Big and Loud,”
starring Mama Tits – 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 10
“Timeless,” starring Paul Aleman
& Renee Armand – 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 11
UsTwo, starring Noemi Plascencia
& Daniel Celis – 7:30 p.m.
“Big and Loud,”
starring Mama Tits – 9:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 12
“Motown and Beyond,”
starring Diana Villamonte – 5 p.m.
“Timeless,” starring Paul Aleman
& Renee Armand – 7:30 p.m.
“Gives Great Hedda,”
starring Hedda Lettuce – 9:30 p.m.   

A Tribute to the Music of John Denver
starring Renee Armand & Paul Aleman
Continuing April 5, 7, 10, 12, 14 - 7:30 p.m.
If you were fortunate enough to be
a part of the sold-out audiences of
“Laurel Canyon” last year, you will
LOVE this new show, “TIMELESS!”
featuring singer/songwriter Renee
Armand, and her partner, singer/
songwriter/ playwright Paul Aleman!
These two musical dynamos have
teamed up to present the genius and
joy of the music of John Denver,
and they will share more tidbits
from Renee’s life in the Laurel
Canyon years of the 1960’s and 70’s!
Renee Armand is a musical VIP
in her own right! In addition to
being a member of John Denver’s
band and performed with him for
six years, she was also the voice
behind the Oscar-winning song,
“The Morning After”, in the movie
The Poseidon Adventure.
She
grew up in Laurel Canyon (the
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crossroads between Beverly Hills
and Hollywood) at the same time
as Carole King, Linda Ronstadt,
Judy Collins, the Beatles, Mamma
Cass, the Eagles, David Crosby and
many more musical legends. They
lived… and loved… and wrote
music… that has lasted a lifetime.
Paul Aleman is a singer, songwriter
and guitarist who has been performing
professionally since childhood. In
college, he studied Musical Theater,
and had his first musical produced
in 1989. In 1997, he wrote the
music and lyrics for “Freedom’s
Run,” a fully-staged musical and
1997 Pulitzer Prize candidate. His
musical, “Dillinger: Public Enemy
Number One,” was recorded by a
full orchestra in Los Angeles, with
several Tony-award winning actors
(Alice Ripley, Debbie Gravitte, and
Michael Maguire) leading the cast!
Together, Renee and Paul have brought
John Denver’s TIMELESS music to
literally thousands of appreciative
fans across the United States and here
in Mexico. Performed brilliantly in
songs and stories, Renee will share
things about her life that she has never
talked about… UNTIL NOW. Some
of it will shock you, some will make
you cry, some will make you laugh,
but most of all, you’ll be glad you
came! For the past two years, their
shows, Laurel Canyon and Rocky
Mountain High, have been performed
to sold-out audiences at Act II. Their
show has a clarity and soulfulness
that underlines their love of John
Denver’s music and draws audiences
into singing along after the first few
bars! We are thrilled that Renee and
Paul are returning to Act II once again
and can’t wait to see their new show!

A Tina Turner Tribute Show
THE #1 SHOW THIS SEASON,
SELLING OUT EVERY WEEK!
starring Reality TV star (and Vallarta’s
#1 singing sensation) Diana Villamonte
Every Friday (through April 27) - 7:30 p.m.
Remember What’s Love Got to
Do with It, Simply the Best, River

starring MAMA TITS
(Continues to sell out every week)!
Live singing, stories, and side-splitting
comedy, featuring drag diva, Mama Tits
Every Monday & Wednesday –
9:30 p.m. (through May 28)

Deep Mountain High, Fool in Love,
Nutbush City Limits, and many,
many more?   Reality TV Star and
SINGING SENSATION, Diana
Villamonte, one of the most talented
entertainers who has ever crossed
our stage, and has been starring
all season to sold-out audiences in
“Motown and Beyond!” has added
a new show, “Simply the Best: The
Tina Turner Tribute Show!” This is
a dream come true for Act II! Diana’s
high energy, powerful vocals, and
captivating personality make this
a breath-taking and spectacular
show! She will win your heart and
you will never forget the talent of
this sensational young singer! This
show is a must-see for ALL AGES!!!
“This young lady, just 22, has a
powerful voice. Her Tina Turner show
was entertaining. It was the last two
numbers, however, Etta James ‘At Last’
and Whitney Houston’s ‘I Will Always
Love You’, that brought the house
down. The power of Miss Villamonte’s
voice showcased the emotional
impact of these two numbers. I
certainly hope she will develop future
shows to emphasise her voice. Don’t
miss an opportunity to experience one
of her performances.” - locksley9,
Niagara
Falls,
TripAdvisor
“Diana Villamonte continues to
please audiences with her new show
-Tina Turner! The Red Room presents
this companion show to her highly
successful Motown show. Alfonso
López is once again the producer and
has done a very impressive job with
both shows. Every time that I’ve seen
Diana she has received a standing
ovation.” - Ed Gill, Puerto Vallarta

In this all-new drag show, “Big and
Loud”, Mama Tits takes you on a
wild journey, complete with incredible
live singing, hilarious stories,
and side-splitting comedy!
This
year, Mama Tits has turned things
up a notch, too, by adding live
accompaniment! Mama Tits is one of
the top drag divas of Puerto Vallarta
and Seattle, with sold-out shows
almost every night. She is known
for her buttery smooth voice and
soulful blues sound. Her shows have
become a notorious “destination,”
forever changing drag cabaret
entertainment in Vallarta and beyond!

“My husband and I loved Mama
Tits. The show is hilarious, and
he is an amazing singer. Highly
recommended.” - Susan M, Dundas,
CAN - TripAdvisor 3/15/18
“We came to Puerto Vallarta to visit
a friend who lives here now ... On this
occasion we were treated to Mama
Tits in a private theater that allows for
an intimate show with an astonishing
performer. She is funny, she’s a great
singer, she’s an activist, and a great
story teller. She takes you through
a journey of her life with a clear
message; be who you are, love who you
are, love one another, and live your life.
Definitely a must do in Puerto Vallarta.
You won’t regret it!” - Monica M, El
Paso - TripAdvisor 3/20/18

starring the one-and-only HEDDA LETTUCE
Storytelling, ribald stand-up comedy,
and live singing.
Every Thursday & Friday – 9:30 p.m.
(through June 1)
Hedda Lettuce, six-time Drag
Queen of the Year Award-winner (HX
magazine) and the legendary “green
goddess” of drag, will glamorize
another winter in Puerto Vallarta
as she dishes out a tossed salad of
improvisational comedy, sultry songs,
and dazzling gowns. And it’s entirely
fat-free! She tosses out a night of
storytelling, ribald stand-up comedy,
and live (not lip-synched) singing.
Her show includes her nationallyacclaimed original comedic music that
is peppered with parodies of old-time
favorites and startling satire. Expect a
night of side-splitting laughter from
Hedda Lettuce, one of New York
City’s premier drag queens.
“HEDDA LETTUCE! My Queen!
I met a very nice gentleman on the
beach who told he was Hedda Lettuce
and that I should check out his show
... I did and I am in love with this drag
queen! Very funny, creative, quick
come backs and one-liners. She had
the audience gagging and sometimes
gasping for air from beginning to end.
Funny, unapologetic, witty, great
singer and from what I gathered a
great human being as well. Do not
miss this show!” ~DavidG01, Los
Angeles, TripAdvisor 3/30/18
“Having seen it last season, I
returned to enjoy this wonderful drag
show again this year - twice, because
no two performances are the same.
The second time I treated a visiting
Continued on next page...
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girlfriend, because I was determined
that she should NOT miss this unique
opportunity to witness brilliant
humor, spontaneous exchanges with
the audience, hilarious songs. The
quick-witted repartee reminds me
of the astounding brain of the late
Robin Williams. Act 11 entertainment
provides an amazing variety of
entertainment. This is at the top of my
list.” Miriaminmexico, Montreal,
TripAdvisor 3/16/17

(The biggest hit of the Season!
Get tickets early!)
A musical tribute to the great leading ladies
of Motown, featuring Diana Villamonte
Every Thursday (through May 24) – 5 p.m.
The amazingly talented Diana
Villamonte presents “Motown and
Beyond!” a musical tribute to the
great ladies of Motown and Beyond,
such as Diana Ross, Shirley Bassey,
Whitney Houston, Anita Ward, Etta
James, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin
and Donna Summer!
This young lady is one of the most
talented people that has ever crossed
our stage! After a sold-out preview of
her show this past summer, she was
described as “powerful, charming,
beautiful,
stunning,
polished,
mesmerizing and stunning.” She blew
the audience away with her huge
vocals and passionate interpretations,
and she grabbed the audience and
never let go.
“Saw this show last night and it was
more than terrific! She is a 22-yearold dynamo that brought down the
house! Going to her Tina Turner show.
This gal is a must see!” ~ Marlene,
TripAdvisor 3/24/18

“Motown & Beyond was an amazing
show. Diana Villamonte has a great
voice and looks amazing. Her two
back-up singers were also very good.
This is an amazingly cheap evening
of Las Vegas-style entertainment that
should not be missed.” - Stoneycanuk
TripAdvisor, 2/15/18

A musical tribute to the Mamas
& Papas… selling out each week!
Every Friday Night – 7 p.m.
(through April 20)
Due to popular request, Rhonda
Padmos and Don Pope have brought
their ever-popular CALIFORNIA
DREAMIN’ show back to the Main
Stage!! This show is a tribute to the
unforgettable music of the Mamas and
Papas. California Dreamin’ features
LIVE MUSIC, with four singers
portraying the characters of the
original band members, Cass Elliot,
Michelle Phillips, John Phillips, and
Denny Doherty. Rhonda and Don are
well-known musicians from Canada
who arrived in Puerto Vallarta in the
1980’s as guest musicians on the
television show, THE LOVE BOAT.
“Rhonda and Don’s theatrical
performances are the Bomb! Was in
Vallarta last Friday and took Ma and
Hub to see “California Dreaming”.
It was awesome and they loved it.
We’ve all decided to make sure we
include many evenings at Act 11,
especially for the Rhonda and Don
performances, but we will also check
out all the others, every time we come
by PV, which is a couple of times
yearly. Thanks for adding to the
Vallarta Fun!” - Helen P, Bullhead
City, TripAdvisor 3/6/18

A musical tribute to the music of the
unforgettable women of Woodstock,
featuring the live music of Rhonda
Padmos and Don Padmos
Every Monday (through April 30) - 7 p.m.
The uber-talented musical duo
of Rhonda Padmos and Don Pope
have created a brand-new show this

season that’s sure to bring back lots of
memories! It’s called WOODSTOCK
69, a festival of LIVE MUSIC and
peace, featuring the music of the
unforgettable women of Woodstock…
Janis Joplin, Joan Baez, Grace
Slick, Melanie, and Nancy Evins. It
also features the music of Jimmy
Hendrix, Ritchie Havens, Sweetheart,
Arlo Guthrie, Santana, Country Joe
MacDonald, The Who, Ravi Shankar,
Jefferson
Airplane,
Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Joni Mitchell,
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, and
Bob Dylan, and THE BAND!

“Katmandu” - Indian Sitar music,
featuring sitarist / guitarist Don Pope &
Rhonda Padmos (ONE NIGHT ONLY: May 4)
“Movie Night” with Hedda Lettuce (May 5)
“Come Together” - A Beatles Tribute,
featuring many stars of Act II (May 7-18)
Debbie Holiday - 12 Top 20 Billboard
Charts! (May 29, 31)
Steve Grand Gay Pride Week (May 21, 23, 26)

featuring DANIEL CELIS and NOEMI
PLASCENCIA... and their LIVE BAND!
Remastered arrangements of classic favorites.
Mondays and Wednesdays
(April 2 through May 16) - 7:30
Daniel and Noemi sing remastered
arrangements of classic favorites, from
bands such as The Mamas and Papas,
Abba, Beatles, Journey, Cat Stevens,
Culture Club, Air Supply, and many
more. People are raving about the
absolute unique beauty of their sound.
(See separate page in this issue for
info and more reviews)

(For information on these upcoming
shows, go to www.act2pv.com)

“Whose Line is It Anyway?”
featuring ImproVallarta - A show &
an improv workshop! (April 17-28)
Fraser Frase Interactive Comedy (May 1, 3, 5)

Act II is winding down an incredible
2017-2018 season, having featured over
45 different shows! Act II is grateful to
Georgia Darehshori of Casa Karma
Boutique Hotel, who has provided the best
accommodations for our guest-starring
performers, such as Lorena Peril, Steve
Grand and Donny Most from TV’s “Happy
Days.” Day passes for the hotel are
available to the public, and you can enjoy
the beautiful oceanfront bar and pool AND
hang out with the stars! Check out www.
casakarma.net for room availability.
For a complete description of all our
upcoming shows, go to www.act2pv.
com. The Act II Entertainment Stages
complex is located upstairs at 330
Insurgentes 330 (corner of Basilio Badillo),
in the Romantic Zone on the south side of
town. Phone: 222-1512.
Tickets can be purchased at www.
act2pv.com or at our box office which
opens daily at 10 a.m. There is a second
box office across the street from Garbo’s
on Pulpito Street in the Romantic Zone.
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The “NEW” headline act for Act II Entertainment’s 2018 / 2019 season
occasional nod to current hits. The
Red Room itself has been renovated
and is even more delightful.” Thomas C. (TripAdvisor)
“Wow, we just watched a GREAT
show in the Red Room. “Us Two”
was worth every penny. It was their
Intro Show for the coming winter
season. We are already planning
to see them again with each of
our guests that come to visit us.” Ispar (TripAdvisor)

US TWO adds 4 all new 2019
Preview Bonus Shows
March 18, 21, 25, 28 at 7:30

(See location number on Central Map)

In these four bonus shows,
Us Two gives you a peek at
their BRAND-NEW 2018/2019
SEASON, all in one night! They
will be showcasing music from
the Big Band Standards, Michael
Bublé, The Best of Sock Hop 50’s,
Frank Sinatra, Swing Music, and
Lou Rawls, along with a preview of
their amazing new ABBA SHOW!
SO EXCITING! FOUR SHOWS
ONLY! Get your tickets now at
act2pv.com!
UsTwo continues to perform
Mondays & Saturdays at 5 p.m.,
with the show that made them
famous in PV: music from Billy
Joel, Journey, Air Supply, The
Mamas and the Papas, The Beatles,
Abba and much, much more…
Vallarta has fallen in love with
this dynamic and talented duo with
their sexy styling, harmonious
vocals and lively band. As soon as
they open their mouths, you will be
mesmerized. They sing remastered
and unique arrangements of classic
favorites, and people are raving
about the absolute beauty of their
sound. Not to mention they are
gorgeous and funny!

11

TripAdvisor – 5 Stars – “Saw
US TWO last night for the second
time. I have been to many shows in
PV and this is by far the best I have
seen. Daniel and Noemi are cute and
personable and extremely talented.
The show was enhanced by the back
up band of excellent musicians.
It was a delightful evening. If
you see only one show in PV, this
one should be it. You will not be
disappointed!”- Michael P, 2/11/18
(Please see Act II pages in this
issue for additional info, address,
phone, etc.)

What people are saying about
“Us Two”:
“Daniel and Noemi and the
“US Two” band performed to
perfection. Song and dance, rock
and roll, fun and games, humor
and chat bundled into a Vegas style
show worthy of many views. Loved
the spirt and high energy. Can’t
wait to go back.” - Wayne H.
(TripAdvisor)
“I was with friends and we
thought a show would be nice to
see while in PV. We liked the idea
of music from the 70’s, 80’s, and
90’s so we selected to see Us Two,
Daniel & Naomi. We expected to get
a certain level of entertainment but
what we got completely caught us

off guard and we were blown away.
This is one fantastic entertaining
group. Not only are the two main
stars great entertainment, but the
rest of the musicians demonstrated
an absolute high quality level of
talent. Song selections was the
best. Sound quality and balance
was one of the best I’ve heard in
years. If you are looking for some
“entertainment “ then this show
is one to see. We were smiling,
laughing, feeling nostalgic, and
totally uplifted throughout the entire
show.” - Harvm (TripAdvisor)
“Us Two” is a powerhouse when
it comes to music. Greatly talented
and personable, the duo offers
hits from the 80’s and 90’s with an

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)
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The Savannah
Sipping Society
In this delightful, laugha-minute comedy, four
unique Southern women,
all needing to escape the
sameness of their day-today routines, are drawn
together by Fate - and an
impromptu happy hour and decide it’s high time
to reclaim the enthusiasm
for life they’ve lost
through the years.
Randa, a perfectionist
and
workaholic,
is
struggling to cope with a
surprise career derailment
that, unfortunately, reveals that she
has no life and no idea how to get one.
Dot, still reeling from her husband’s
recent demise and the loss of their
plans for an idyllic retirement, faces
the unsettling prospect of starting
a new life from scratch - all alone.
Earthy and boisterous Marlafaye,
a good ol’ Texas
gal, has blasted into
Savannah in the wake
of losing her tomcattin’ husband to a
twenty-three-year-old
dental hygienist. The
strength of her desire
to establish a new life
is equaled only by
her desire to wreak a

righteous revenge on her ex. Also
new to town, Jinx, a spunky ball
of fire, offers her services as a
much-needed life coach for these
women. However, blinded by her
determination and efforts to get their
lives on track, she overlooks the fact
that she’s the one most in need of
sage advice.
Over the course of six
months, filled with laughter,
hilarious
misadventures,
and the occasional liquid
refreshment, these middleaged women successfully
bond and find the confidence
to jumpstart their new lives.
Together, they discover
lasting friendships and a

The Boutique Theatre
is re-structured and looking
for volunteers. It is branded
as a community theatre, the
only one in PV. The owners
will remain the same, the
commitment to provide quality
entertainment will remain
the same and the owner’s
love of and commitment to
theater will remain the same.
The production of comedies,
dramas, and musicals and
education
programs
will
continue to be the focus.
The mission statement, goals,
and business plan are established
as part of the restructure.
After ten wonderful years,
Karrie and Ken Sybryk have a new
vision of the theatre and of their
commitment to the public of PV.
Check out the mission statement,
goals, and what is planned for next
season on our website, btpv.org.
We also have a Facebook Page
facebook.com/TheBoutiquePV/
Ken and Karrie Sebryk, the
founders of The Boutique
Community
Theatre
have
demonstrated their devotion to
local theater and will make changes
to provide quality entertainment
in PV. They are announcing a
restructure that will add a volunteer

ABOUT THE BOUTIQUE DINNER THEATRE

advisory board of local people
who will assume responsibility for
marketing, artistic talent, technical
management, fundraising, and
educational
programs.
This
advisory board will select
productions, recruit and train
actors, directors, stage crews, and
salespersons to enable the
Theatre to grow and flourish.
We
are
now
recruiting
volunteers for next season, both
experienced and no experience at
all. Looking for actors, singers,
musicians, carpenters, people to
paint sets, sew, sound and light,
hand out fliers, people to work the
box office and hosts for shows.
Want to act or direct, but have
never tried? This is your chance to
work with our experienced veterans
to learn and grow. We need you to
join the team to make PV a better
place for everyone to live. All are
welcome.
Our location will remain the
same, upstairs at the best Tex-Mex
restaurant in Puerto Vallarta: Nacho
Daddy’s at 287 Basilio Badillo.
Our commitment to providing
quality entertainment will remain
the same. Our love of theater will
remain the same. The production
of comedies, dramas, and musicals
will continue to be our focus.
You are our people! Dancers, singers,
actors, designers, all are welcome.
Contact us at: info@btpv.org for
general information or cell: 322-728-6878
ken@btpv.org for administration,
technical skills
joe@btpv.org for producing shows
ralph@btpv.org for new shows
for next season
thomas@btpv.org for marketing,
promotion, sales
“...come play with us!”

The theater is located upstairs at Nacho Daddy, 287 Basilio Badillo, in the Romantic Zone on the south side of town.
Theater lovers can also enjoy dinner an hour before each show. Choose from Fillet Mignon, Chicken Cordon Bleu
(with potato and vegetables), or a vegetarian Chile Relleno (with rice and beans). The delicious meals include a salad and dessert.
Follow The Boutique Dinner Theatre on Facebook. For tickets, go to www.btpv.org

(See location number on Central Map)

LAST 2 SHOWS: Friday and Saturday,
April 13th and 14th - at 6 p.m.!

renewed determination to live in
the moment - and most importantly,
realize it’s never too late to make
new old friends. So raise your glass
to these strong Southern women
and their fierce embrace of life and
say “Cheers!” to this joyful and
surprisingly touching cast of women.
Ralph Hyman – Director, Jinx Ellie Frank, Randa - Colette Zarry,
Dot - Lydia Damato, Marlafaye
- Katey Dempsey.
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Nordsouth Gallery is a furniture and
art gallery that offers a complete service
of commercial and residential interior
designs - regardless of the size of the
project - from conception to completion.
Nordsouth Gallery is led by
renowned
international
designers
Stéphane Frechette and Robert Sauvé.
They founded the company in 1989 and
presently and have 3 locations: Montreal,
Puerto Vallarta and Miami.
With
their international design experiences,
Nordsouth Gallery boasts a unique and
trademarked style. Their distinctive
interiors are immediately recognizable.
Nordsouth Gallery also has the added
advantage of having a professional
team to support all its services, not
only with innovative designers, but
also with experienced decorators,
carpenters, painters and others qualified
professionals, who will work together to
create a space of high quality that all of
your contemporaries will envy.

In Puerto Vallarta, the Gallery has
two locations: 230 Leona Vicario
downtown, Tel.: 222-1198, and 367
Venustiano Carranza in the Romantic
Zone, Cell: (322) 688-2127.
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Joe Harrington

Ready Player One and The Economy
MOVIES: This is Stephen
Spielberg’s latest directing offering.
This guy usually hits home runs, and
if not at least a double. Not this time.
I left the theater confused as to what I
thought. Parts of this movie I liked,
a lot. Parts I didn’t, a lot. It is only
a little over two hours long but felt
much longer.
It contains images coming at you
like an explosion of neon lights
making the Vegas Strip seem pale in
comparison. But where’s the heart?
Spielberg’s movies usually have
huge heart. I could not find it in this
one. There are scenes, like the spoof
on Stephen King’s The Shining,
which are brilliant, but most of it is
flash and glitter without substance.
I also found it confusing in delivery,
with scenes bouncing from one place
to another and sometimes without the
necessary threads for coherence.

north-south-east-west or heaven &
earth... That is true happiness!!!
“Five Undeniable Facts of Life:
1. Don’t educate your children to be
rich. Educate them to be happy so
when they grow up they will know the
value of things... not the price. 2. Best
awarded words in London... Eat your
food as your medicines, otherwise you
have to eat medicines as your food.
3. The One who loves you will never
leave you for another because even if
there are 100 reasons to give up, he
or she will find one reason to hold on.
4. There is a big difference between a
human being and being human... only
a few really understand it. 5. You are
loved when you are born. You will
be loved when you die. In between,
YOU have to manage!!!
“Remember... If you just want to
walk fast, walk alone, but if you want
to walk far, walk together!
“Six Best Doctors in the World: 1.
Sunlight 2. Rest 3. Exercise 4. Diet
5. Self Confidence 6. Friends.”
Thanks, Mr. Jobs, for reminding
us what matters. I know money is
important, just try not having any.
But how much is enough? A balance
is what’s necessary - for a person or
a nation.

Joe Harrington

(See location number on Central Map)

Is an internationally published author and
documentary film director. He can be
reached with suggestions or criticisms at
JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com.
Artwork by Bob Crabb.

(See location number on Central Map)

& MADNESS: This past week
a few people chastised me for
harping on POTUS’ lying instead of
praising the stock market and the job
unemployment figures. I have written
this before: A nation, like a person, is
more than just a financial street.

To emphasize this point I can quote
no one better than the late Steve Jobs,
one of the richest persons that ever
lived. This was penned a bit before
he died at the age of 56:
“I reached the pinnacle of success
in the business world. In others eyes,
my life is an epitome of success.
However, aside from work, I have
little joy. In the end, wealth is only
a fact of life that I am accustomed to.
At this moment, lying on the sick bed
and recalling my whole life, I realize
that all the recognition and wealth that

I took so much pride in, have paled
and become meaningless in the face
of impending death.
“You can employ someone to drive
the car for you, make money for you
but you cannot have someone to bear
the sickness for you. Material things
lost can be found. But there is one
thing that can never be found when it
is lost – health and life itself.
“When a person goes into the operating
room, he will realize that there is one
book that he has yet to finish reading –
“Book of Healthy Life”.
“Whichever stage in life we are at
right now, with time, we will face the
day when the curtain comes down.
“Treasure Love for your family,
love for your spouse, love for your
friends.
Treat yourself well. Cherish others.
“As we grow older, and hence
wiser, we slowly realize that wearing
a $300. or $30. watch... they both tell
the same time. Whether we carry a
$300 or $30. wallet / handbag, the
amount of money inside is the same.
Whether we drink a bottle of $300 or
$10 wine, the hangover is the same.
Whether the house we live in is 300
or 3000 sq. ft., loneliness is the same.
“You will realize, your true inner
happiness does not come from the
material things of this world.
“Whether you fly first or economy
class, if the plane goes down, you go
down with it. Therefore, I hope you
realize, when you have mates, buddies
and old friends, brothers and sisters,
who you chat with, laugh with, talk
with, have sing songs with, talk about
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Gil Gevins

All my banking is done at
Banaflex. They have that wonderful
‘Take-a-Number” system, allowing
one to relax outside in Vallarta’s
picturesque square while the
tortuous count-up to one’s turn
crawls painfully forward.
Squeezing inside Banaflex on the
morning in question, I glanced up at
the screen: twenty-seven was next.
Praying for a miracle, I pressed the
button on the number machine, and
out came eighty-nine. Not good.
Barring that miracle, I’d be cashing
my check sometime the following
week.
And so, ticket in hand I exited
the bank in search of a shady place
to plant my posterior. But shade
was in short supply and the only
available spot was in danger of
being occupied by an exhausted
looking woman with a cane.
Weary though she may have been,
the woman seemed disinclined
to sit down. The cause of her
reluctance, I saw, was a big black
Labrador who sat tied by his leash
to one end of the bench. “Excuse
me,” I said, “were you planning to
sit on this bench?”
“Yes,” she said, “but I’m afraid
of the dog. He looks mean.”
The big drooling Lab did not
look mean to me. He looked like a
total pushover.
“That’s a Labrador,” I said,
showing off my extensive
knowledge of the canine kingdom.
“They’re some of the nicest,
friendliest dogs in the world.”
“But he’s so big,” she shuddered.
“What if he attacks me?”
“Labradors don’t attack people,”
I said. “Watch this.”
And then I did something I’d
done dozens of times - which
did not make it any less stupid. I

jammed my wrist into the dog’s
mouth. “See,” I told the woman,
“this fellah is totally harmless.”
“He must be your dog,” she
frowned.
“No, I’ve never seen him before.”
The woman stared at me in
disbelief. Instead of allying her
fears, I had merely convinced her
that I was insane.
“Shall I call for help?” she asked.
Smiling at her foolishness, I
began to remove my wrist from
the dog’s mouth. But the Lab had
other ideas. Instead of letting go,
he clamped down harder. Not hard
enough to hurt, but hard enough to
keep my wrist locked firmly inside
his large dripping jaws.
“Okay, I’ll take my arm back
now,” I told him.
No response.
“Come on, boy, drop it,” I urged
the dog.
Nada.
After several fruitless minutes
of gentle tugging and coaxing, I
began to feel the first faint stirrings
of doubt.
“Are you all right?” a man’s
voice asked.
Craning my neck awkwardly
upward I saw, to my total dismay, a
policeman. “Yes, I’m fine,” I told
the anxious officer.
“Is that your dog?” he asked.
“No, but…”
“He seems to be biting your
arm,” he pointed out.
“No, he’s just, uh, holding it,”
I said. “He probably thinks it’s a
stick.”
“But he won’t let go?”
“No,” I admitted, “not for the
moment.”
“Where’s the owner?”
“Good question.”
“In the bank,” a new voice said.

I saw a woman going in the bank.”
The voice belonged to a shoeshine
man who, along with several of
his brethren, had left their chairs
to inspect the action. While the
shoeshine man entered the bank
to look for the Lab’s owner, the
policeman nervously urged me to
remain calm.
“I am calm,” I assured him.
“That dog looks mean,” he said,
hand on holster. “We better disable
it.”
“He’s not mean!” I said with
conviction from my bent-over
position.
“But he attacked you,” the
policeman insisted.
“No, he didn’t! It was my fault.
I… uh… stuck my wrist in his
mouth.”
“Why did you do that?” the
astonished policeman demanded.
“Another good question,” I said,
slowly dying of embarrassment.
“Look, just don’t hurt the dog.
He’s a good boy.”
“A good boy?” The policeman
was thoroughly confused.
“Yes,” I said, sitting down on the
ground (my knees were getting sore
from kneeling) and petting the dog’s
head with my free hand. “Good
boy,” I crooned. “Good boy.”
The shoeshine man returned a
moment later with the bank manager
and several stray employees, all of
them shaking their heads. These,
together with the three other
shoeshine men, a newspaper vendor
and the original elderly lady were
creating quite the crowd.
“He stuck his arm in the dog’s
mouth!” someone said.
“He must be crazy!” another said.
“We’re going to have to put down
the dog,” the policeman announced.
“I’m calling for back-up.”
“You are not hurting this dog!”
I declared, throwing my free arm
protectively around the Lab’s neck.
“Then what do we do?” the
policeman demanded. “We can’t
leave you like this. You’re creating
a disturbance.”

“Get a duck,” I said.
“A duck? Why a duck?”
“This dog is a retriever,” I
explained. “Show him a duck and
he’s sure to release my arm.”
“That makes sense,” he said.
“But where do we get the duck?”
“I know where you can get a
duck,” one of the shoeshine men
said helpfully.
Ten minutes later a policeman
arrived holding a deceased duck by
its bare white neck.
“No, no,” I groaned, “that’s a
dead duck!”
“I know it’s dead,” the policeman
said. “I was raised on a farm.”
The
policeman
laid
the
featherless fowl at the Lab’s feet.
The dog sniffed disinterestedly at
the remains for a moment, before
clamping down a little tighter on
my wrist.
“He doesn’t like the duck,” the
policeman said.
“So now what do we do?” the
bank manger demanded.
“Try a cheeseburger,” the
shoeshine man suggested.
And we did. And lo and behold,
upon grabbing a whiff of the food,
the Lab released me instantly,
inhaled the entire burger and began
to violently wag his tail in hopes
for another.
“Well, all’s well that ends well,” I
said, heading back to the bank.
“Not so fast,” a man in a chef’s
hat said, stepping into my path.
“You owe me four thousand pesos
for the duck.”
“Four thousand pesos?” I cried.
“That’s outrageous!”
“It comes with rice,” he
explained.

Gil Gevins
is the author of five hilarious books,
including his latest and greatest, 1967:
THE AUTUMN. Signed copies of all Gil’s
books are available at LUCY’S CUCU
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio Badillo,
or as E-Books on Amazon.
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Giselle Bellanger

Continuing form last week’s article
(part 2), let’s begin with a brief
description of 5 (of 12) of the tactics
the Narcissist utilizes to control and
abuse their victim. (1) Avoidance
Tactics, 2) Silent Treatment, 3) Namecalling or making fun of you, 4)
Projecting, 5) All or Nothing / Black
and white Perspective, 6) Smear
Campaigns and Back-stabbing,
7) Gaslighting, 8) Withholding, 9)
Raging and Acting Out, 10) Blaming
and Shaming, 11) Always the Victim,
12) Triangulation or Divide and
Conquer.)
Projecting: they accuse their
targets/victims of things that they are
actually guilty of. Their accusations
seem so ridiculous because you know
your truth, that it’s hard to believe they
are serious… but they are. Projecting
their guilt onto their victim, and
distorting the truth, makes them feel
okay about their own inappropriate
behavior. An example is accusing
you of having an affair when they are
the ones cheating.
All or nothing: the clinical word
for this is “splitting”. Narcissists
have no capacity for context, so you
either see things their way or you
must be “destroyed” or silenced. You
can never respectfully disagree…
ever! They perceive everything as a
threat; any criticism or difference of
opinion, and forget about trying to
hold them accountable or challenging
their authority! Sometimes they react
to their interpretation of a situation
and perceived threat (not based on
anything you actually said), and
the situation becomes your fault
when you had nothing to do with it!
Examples: a stranger smiles at you or
you choose not to answer a call, and
their distorted contorted beliefs kickin and the accusations begin.

RN, LCSW

Smear campaigns: the Narcissist
uses this tool in order to create
the most destruction possible. It’s
not enough that they accuse you
and despise you, they make sure
everyone else see how’s wrong you
are too. They try to involve family,
friends, co-workers, and attack your
ethics and integrity in an attempt to
destroy your reputation. The bigger
and more ridiculous the lie, the more
people seem to believe it. Either way,
you seem guilty, whether you defend
yourself or not, it’s a no win situation.
Gas-lighting: The Narcissist loves
to make their victim believe they are
the crazy one. They may deny things
they’ve said and done and accuse
you of the same in order to make you
believe you’re forgetful or delusional.
They may hide your keys and then
tell you how forgetful you are. They
take the smallest thing and twist and
turn it into a huge distortion, until
you doubt your own sanity. Victims
often say “he makes me feel crazy”
or they ask “I’m not crazy, am I?”
Also, they exaggerate and embellish
the details of a situation, particularly
to make you look bad or to disagree
with you.
With-holding: This is classic
behavioral conditioning to elicit the
responses they want. They must be
in control! They with-hold to elicit a
response in order to control the victim
positively or negatively. They may
with-hold compliments, affection,
sex, money, and then bait you to do
or say specific things in order to “be
rewarded” with whatever they withheld. This is a version of bribing as
well. Often times, this is how they
get their partner to stay.
I hope that anyone reading this
can better understand how cunning
and calculating the Narcissist can
be and how deeply entangled the

victim becomes. Everything is so
distorted that sifting through the
lies, manipulations, accusations,
is confusing and exhausting. The
concept of “being a victim of
Narcissistic Abuse” is very real. It is
also very difficult to recognize and
detect, especially in the beginning.
Many friends are fooled by their
charm and wonder why the victim
partner is so angry and unhappy. Their
version of everything can be very
convincing. The Narcissist looks for
people; friends, family, their victim’s
family, therapists, to validate their
version by agreeing with them and
supporting their warped perspective
that they are the victim!
Usually, over time, people see
through it and that’s when friends,
family, and colleagues begin to
question “why you are with him”, and
say they don’t understand why you
“put up with that” or “let him to talk
to you that way”, or they admit that
he’s just as condescending to them. To
many victims’ surprise, people are very
glad when the relationship breaks up.
Obviously, depending on the severity
of the abuse and the brain-wash damage
that’s been done, the victim feels very
conflicted and trapped.
Understanding the trauma bond
There are many ways that a
Narcissist will confuse your thought
processes, isolate you, and hold you
prisoner without that Narcissist even
being in your presence, because they
create negative messages that trap you
in your own head. All of these methods
of abuse are intended to debilitate
you and make you conform to their
rules. They find a way to escalate the
argument or accusations, leaving the
victim dumbfounded with their hitand-run message, and then they go
into the punishment mode by running
off, or silencing you, leaving you in
shock or traumatized by the nonsense.
Even when you know the truth
and that they have embellished and
twisted everything, you disregard
all rational thinking and accept their
insane bouts of crazy. You’ve been
conditioned to do so; ridiculous
accusations and rage have become a

part of the relationship. Even though
you may think your Narcissist is
insane at times, you want these
behaviors to stop, return to “normal”,
and get things back on track again.
You held out hope that he would
“snap out of it” and allow yourself to
justify each of the stories and attacks.
You throw reality and your intuition
out the window, in order to maintain
the emotional bond and fantasy
illusion that you’ve created, which
is based on the love you felt and the
person he was when he lured you in
at the beginning of the relationship.
Damage from abuse
The damage from emotional and
psychological abuse runs deep and
lingers long after you finally found
the courage to leave. It makes
you hypersensitive, indecisive,
questioning if your thought processes
are rational. It leaves you insecure,
wondering how you appear to
others, over explaining yourself to
everyone, taking on guilt that is not
yours, suffering from anxiety and
depression, and questioning your
own sanity!!! You’ve forgotten who
you are, you feel worthless and like
a failure, you may suffer loss of
enthusiasm and spontaneity. You
spend a lot of time reviewing past
incidents in the hope of determining
what went wrong, to the point of
obsessive thinking.
All of this presents itself with like
trauma triggers, drastically effecting
daily life, interaction, and can make
future
relationships
extremely
difficult. It takes very intentional
work to rebuild your self-esteem and
self-worth. You need to surround
yourself with people who lift you
up, represent reality and will correct
your misconceptions.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available
for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell:
044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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(Part 2)
Jaqui Karr
Certified Sports Nutritionist,
Certified Vegan/Vegetarian Dietitian

(See location number on Central Map)

In case you missed Part 1 last
week, here’s the re-cap: I was in
Houston, TX, getting ready to come
down to PV and disaster hit! I have
Celiac Disease, which makes gluten
the worst monster on earth for me.
Despite all the precautions I took,
the restaurant still messed up and
gave me a full serving of wheat.
What followed wasn’t pretty. I was
violently sick all night, malaria kind
of fever by 2 AM - my friend almost
called 911. The first night is rough,
but it’s the weeks that follow that
I really hate: non-stop headache,
stomach discomfort, my mirror
yelling at me “why did you swallow
a volleyball?” (actually, the bloating
is bigger than a volleyball). There’s
only one solution to instantly fix it
and not suffer for months: colonics.
I discovered colonics when I was
19, studying health with a European
expert. That was 27 years ago. I
have been doing them yearly ever
since, just because they are that
great (and probably the reason I
have not worn make-up in my entire
life). I lost count over the years but
I have done about 70 of them, in 3
countries, and 15 cities. You could
say I know this topic well (does
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that make me the un-coolest person
in Vallarta? I digress.) So here I
am, sick as hell, still in Texas and
on the phone calling places within
100 miles of PV to see where I can
get a colonic. I found ONE place I
trusted. Talk about silver linings!
I’m so thankful I got sick because
it led me to the best colonics I have
ever had in 27 years and I met Zoli,
an incredible naturopath (awesome
ones aren’t easy to find). So now
let me help you do the same - here’s
everything you need to know…
Here’s how it works: You are
brought into a cozy little cocoon
of a room, change into a gown, lie
back, and just relax. A disposable
speculum is inserted in the anus,
connected to a hose that goes into
the hydrotherapy machine. Warm
water slowly fills you up - don’t do
a thing, just breathe - and then it is
released, taking along with it a lot of
the bad stuff inside you (I promise
you a thousand kale and beet juices
won’t do the trick). It’s really that
simple. No mess. No odor.
How to get the most out of your
experience
BEFORE your first session:
1) Prepare by getting off all meat
and junk food for 3-4 days before.
Eat as fresh and green as possible.
If you want to be a champ, do just
juices and smoothies the day before.

Note: if you are in an urgent
situation like I was, don’t worry about
prepping and just get in there ASAP!
2) Do not eat the day of the colonic.
Just book a morning appointment
if you are worried about getting
hungry.
3) Drink lots of water (as you
should always, but pay extra
attention during detoxes like this).
Stop drinking water 2 hours before
your session so you won’t feel the
need to go to the bathroom during.
AFTER your last session:
1) Do not jump back into mega
meals. Take a few days and ease
in (hopefully, use the opportunity
to make some positive permanent
changes to your diet).
2) Probiotics. I take a probiotic
daily, colonic or not - it’s part of my
overall health regimen and really
good for everyone. They will insert
a dose of probiotic at the end of
your treatment, but grab a bottle of
probiotic while you are there and
make it a habit to continue taking
them. “Happy gut, happy mind”.
3) Keep drinking plenty of water
and try to drink coconut water too the electrolytes in coconut water are
fantastic for you.

Zoli
Hargitai,
owner /
founder of
The Holistic
Bio Spa

If you had any doubts about
colonics before, toss them out the
window and just move forward
- your healthier self awaits. The
benefits are just too great. People
get rid of depression, brain fog,
skin disorders, digestive issues,
discomfort… the list really goes on.
As for me: I’m so glad to have
found an experienced naturopath
like Zoli at Holistic Bio Spa, and
I discovered all the other services
they have. Zoli is detoxing people
at levels that you can’t even find
in Canada and the U.S., and doing
beauty treatments that Beverly Hills
would be envious of! It doesn’t stop
there - but unfortunately this article
does. Stay tuned as I keep writing
about things I try at Holistic Bio
Spa, I’m going to be in PV a long
while. In the meantime, this article
is your CheatSheet of what to do for
your best colonic experience, tell
them you want the “Jaqui Power
Formula” when you book (it’s 3
colonics, with ozone healing day 1
and probiotic fill days 2 and 3). I
wish you oceans of health always.

The Holistic Bio Spa
Is located in Plaza Marina, Local B-10.
Open Monday to Friday from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tel: 221-1607.
www.holisticbiospa.com
Email: Info@holistic-bio-spa.com
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Krystal Frost
Melissa Frost

So... last week I was having coffee
with my S.O. who asked me about
the benefits of sea water... Then
suggested I brush up on the subject...
Or maybe that’s a subtle hint for a
beach vacation?
A swim in the sea may improve
your mood and health. Hippocrates
first used the word “thalassotherapy”
to describe the healing effects of
seawater. Ancient Greeks appreciated
the health and beauty benefits of
this mineral-rich water and bathed
and soaked in seawater-filled pools
and hot tubs.
Among several
benefits, swimming in seawater can

help increase your immune system
function, improve circulation, and
promotes overall well-being.
Sea water can be a natural drug
and medicine. It stimulates our
body and soul - which promotes the
feeling of well-being that surfers
and beach lovers very well know.
Those of us who live by the beach
react emotionally and mentally to the
changing colors, tides and winds.
So, what does sea water contain?
On average, sea water has 3.5 percent
of salt (sodium chloride). In other
words, for one liter of water, you get 35
grams of salts. And then, small parts of
magnesium, sulfate and calcium.
Although still not scientifically
proven, thalassotherapy uses sea water
and sea-based products made from
algae, marine salt, mud, seaweed, and

ocean water to eliminates skin problems.
Sea water cleans your skin
The mineral salts team up with the
sun to regenerate your skin. As a result,
ulcers, lupus, acne, and psoriasis are
some of the diseases that can be easily
cured with sea water. (Ok, and keep
the beach playing before 11 a.m. and
after 4 p.m. please!)
Sea water strengthens
the immune system
The number of red blood cells
increases between five to 20 percent
after a swim or bath in the sea. The
number of white blood cells increases
even more. Sea water is a fantastic
medicine for people with a weakened
immune system, anemia, and high
blood sugar levels. (Useless if you go
to the beach with a big mac and fries...
a couple of beers...)
Sea water slows down the
development of rheumatism
Ocean water combined with exercise
is a great medication for bone and
muscle pain, arthritis, circulatory, and
postsurgical issues. Combine the salt
water with sand, sun, and swimming
in sea water helps you stay fit. When
you are swimming, you use muscles
in your shoulders, arms, and legs that
aren’t used in any other activity. The
stretching and cardio involved make it a
cross fit natural. Even treading water at
a fast pace will burn 590 calories (that’s
one Big Mac) an hour if you weigh less
than 130 lbs. If you weigh more, then it
burns even more calories.
Sea water and Sand reduces
and eliminates anxiety
Sea Water contains magnesium
which is calming. Maybe that’s why
the hordes of folks show up during
the holidays. Going to the beach
relaxes and harmonizes the body and
soul. The play of sounds, tones and
medicinal powers of the sea waters
makes it a renewing therapy for anxiety
and stress. We like to dig a hole in
the moist sand that can embrace the

entire body including the neck, back
of the head heels and toes. Cover up
with sand, cover the face with a moist
cloth and rest for 20-30 min. The
earth frequencies will do their healing
magic to reboot a weakened immune
system by clearing out and re aligning
your electrical magnetic network.
Is it healthy to drink salt water?
Salt water is called a hypertonic
fluid because it has a salinity level
of 35. It is four times the amount of
salt than human blood! Too much
salt causes cell shrinkage and wreaks
havoc on our bodies. If you drink too
much salt water, you will actually
deplete your body of fluids.
However, if you have good health,
watch your diet, and do not overindulge
in salty foods and break a sweat, drinking
a solution of salty water can be good for
you. Small doses of unrefined sea salt
have trace minerals and nutrients your
body needs. Drinking a sea salt water
beverage, especially after a heavy work
out will regain the salt / minerals and
other stuff you lost in the sweat. Salt
water was used in ancient Ayurvedic
practices to cleanse and detox the body.
Some say drinking salt water helps clean
and repair your digestive tract. Among
other benefits, salt helps to:
- maintain a healthy
balance of blood sugar
- regulate your metabolism
- boost the immune system
- maintain bone strength
- alleviate inflammation
- maintain healthy skin
Simply drink a 10-oz glass of
moderately-salty water when one gets
up in the morning.
Dissolve 2 - 3 teaspoons of good
pure salt (sea salt, Himalayan salt) in
about 4 cups of water and drink.
We add chia, and a squeeze of lime
and take it to the gym.
I guess we will going out to that
beach vacation instead.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Anna Reisman

By the time you read this, it will be nearly all over… the
traffic jams, the people jams, the noise and the madness. I for
one am so looking forward to it.
It just dawned on me, as this is issue # 490, that by the time
we reach number 500, we may only be online, having suspended
our printed version until the next Day of the Dead issue.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS… FOR THE FIRST EVER
“EXPAT INFO FAIR”
THE U.S. CONSULATE GENERAL OF GUADALAJARA &
VALLARTA CONSULAR AGENCY INVITE ALL ENGLISH
SPEAKING EXPATS & SNOWBIRDS!!!
WHEN: Friday, April 13, 2018
WHAT TIME: 10am – 1pm
HOW MUCH: FREE ENTRANCE & FREE PARKING!!!
WHERE: Salon Paradise, Nuevo Vallarta (Next to San Javier Hospital
Nvo. Vallarta / across from Hard Rock Hotel).
WHY: Come and Meet with U.S., Mexican & Canadian Authorities;
ask questions, voice concerns, share ideas, make official contacts.
Get information directly from authorities; learn about senior citizen
discount cards, immigration status & visas, car importation, Security
tips & preparing for an emergency, and volunteer opportunities.
WHO: U.S. Consulate General Representatives;
American Citizen Services (Passport & Emergency Services), Social
Security and Federal Benefits, Regional Security, Public Diplomacy.
American Legion Post #14 & Puerto Vallarta Navy League
Canadian Embassy Consular Agency Representatives
Invited Mexican Authorities from Bahia de Banderas and Puerto Vallarta:
Immigration, Customs, SAT, Municipal Police, Transito, Municipal & State
Tourism, Municipal & State Civil Protection, Consumer Protection, DIF.

PLEASE PASS THIS INVITATION ONTO YOUR EXPAT
FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS…
NOW IS THE TIME TO SHOW THE LOCAL
AUTHORITIES EXPATS & SNOWBIRDS ARE AN
ENGAGED, INTERESTED AND COLLABORATING
COMMUNITY!!! DON’T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.
FREE ENTRANCE & FREE PARKING.

Why do we love to celebrate numbers with lots of zeroes so
much? (Remember Y2K?) This May 31st will also be Puerto
Vallarta’s Centennial! Now there’s an accomplishment for you! I
do look forward to whatever the City’s current administration has
planned for this great event.
I remember when Montreal celebrated its 350th Anniversary and
a gazillion people –they figured about a half a million- gathered at
the port, along the St. Lawrence River, to watch the most amazing
fireworks display I’ve ever seen. It was a great time indeed.
I wasn’t left much space but there’s something I want to do,
which I usually don’t… Here are some quotes from reviews posted
by friends of mine (whose opinions I respect) after seeing Renee
& Paul’s “Timeless” show at Act II: “[they] blew our emotions to
smithereens!” “The joy, the tears, the emotional journey this show
takes you on. You cannot help but be touched and reenergized. Such
magic. Truly a life changing moment.” “You want someone who
grabs your soul; who reminds you that life is worth fighting for and
that we can win? Renee Armand will steal your heart and soul and
give it back to you reenergized.” “…their very emotional version
of James Taylor’s “Fire and Rain”. Not a dry eye in the house. A
roller coaster of emotions. What a night!” WOW! Having seen
their shows in past years, so I’m not surprised. I for one will surely
go see them again.
Until next time, I wish you a wonderful week and hope that your
Mirror will always reflect a happy, healthy you. sheis@ymail.com
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov
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Sunday Church Services

Airline Directory
AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
Solution to crossword on page 31

Solution to Sudoku on page 31
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Amazon… a growing Goliath
Amazon made news headlines the
other week, after some tweets from
President Trump criticizing Amazon
and its CEO, Jeff Bezos. Amazon
has quietly been amassing into a huge
corporate entity. It has even made its
CEO the richest man in the world,
on Forbes list at $120 BILLION in
wealth (as of March 2018), up from
just $27 Billion in 2013.
It’s even said the recent demise
of the good old Toys’R’Us US store
chain and Sears in Canada, was a
direct result of Amazon’s online
surge as a “retail” giant. Brick and
mortar stores that did not jump on
the online bandwagon early on, are
suffering today. One big advantage
for Amazon, has been that they (and
most online sales) are not subject to a
sales tax… until now. The result is an
average 10% cheaper final purchase to
the consumer and also less overhead
for the company, in not having to deal
with sales taxes and remissions.
Calls are coming from lawmakers
in several US states and a couple
of Canadian provinces, to level the
playing field and make online sales
subject to a sales tax for purchases…
which makes sense, to be honest.

But Amazon is not going to give
in to this without a fight. Amazon
spends nearly $10 Million US a year
on lobbying the US congress to keep
things the way they are.
Last summer, Amazon announced it
was buying Whole Foods and its 460
retail grocery stores in the US, Canada
and the UK, for an incredible $13
BILLION US, which was a surprise to
many. So why is the big online retailer
looking to get into brick and mortar
retail stores, with this largest acquisition
by Amazon to date? On the surface it
looks to go in the opposite direction of
internet shopping… or does it?
Let’s backtrack a bit and look at
where this all started. Amazon was
founded in July 1994 as an online
bookstore (remember when books were
still popular?) They later saw the trend
for much more online shopping and
diversified into selling DVDs, Blu-rays,
and CDs. With internet speeds increasing,
Amazon got into video streaming, MP3
and audiobook downloads, software,
video games, and eventually branched
out into electronics, apparel, furniture,
food, toys, and jewelry.
The company also started producing
their own consumer electronics most

notably, Kindle e-readers, Fire tablets,
Fire TV, and Echo. Amazon is also now
the world’s largest provider of cloud
infrastructure services (online data
storage-both corporate and consumer).
In 2015, Amazon passed Walmart as
the most valuable retailer in the United
States and now is the fourth most
valuable public company in the world.
Add to the list of accomplishments, the
largest Internet company by revenue in
the world and the eighth largest employer
in the United States, employing more
than 200,000 in the US and 340,000
employees worldwide (more than
Google and Microsoft combined).
Amazon has separate retail websites
now for the US, UK, France, Canada,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Netherlands,
Australia, Brazil, Japan, China,
India, and even Mexico. The Mexico
website came online about a year
ago, with your US “Amazon Prime”
account login being accepted in the
Amazon Mexico website.
Initially, Amazon Mexico was
missing the “Prime Video” content
down here, but now Amazon has
followed Netflix’s lead and opened
up the video download service here
in Mexico. Like Netflix, the Mexico
movie section is almost the same as
the US catalogue, but the on-demand
TV series catalogue is different, due to
copyrights. Both Netflix original and
Amazon original series are available
for us down here now.
The Amazon Mexico site handles
(for most items) the shipping and
import / brokerage duties and fees for
you, into one final price. This is a nice
option to look at now, as opposed to
waiting till your next trip up north, or
buying online and looking or someone
to “mule” down your purchase.
Amazon items shipped from within
Mexico are a 2 business day delivery
and items coming from the US are 6-9
business days, to cover shipping and
customs.
Now back to the Whole Foods
buyout. It seems Amazon has been
toying around with improving
warehousing and even setting up
some of its own brick and mortar retail
stores for a few years now.

The target is to directly compete
with Walmart by the looks of it,
allowing for online purchases that can
be quickly and easily picked up in a
local retail location.
Amazon even opened a trial retail
grocery store in Seattle last December,
called “Amazon Go”. The premise
of the store was to allow customers
to quickly shop through the store,
and all the items you leave with
are automatically charged to your
Amazon account, so the customer can
skip the whole check-out process and
just walk out.
So the Whole Foods idea, I think,
is to have lots of locations in many
neighborhoods around the US, without
having to go through the expense of
sourcing, leasing spaces and opening
up their own Amazon brick and mortar
stores. The locations would also be
a convenient return point for online
purchases that didn’t work out, rather
than shipping a returning them.
It seems Washington and the antitrust regulators took a brief look around
this deal, but between Amazon’s finetuned lobbying machine and its CEO’s
purchase of The Washington Post,
a few years back, Amazon seems to
have persuaded US lawmakers and
skirted the regulators, which lead to
the deal closing last August.
wI predict rules may change for
online shopping, in the months / years
to come, but will it be too late to level
the playing field for brick and mortar
landmarks…? Time will tell.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click on
“articles”. See you again next week...
until then, remember: only safe
Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

Now that both Mexico and North
America have sprung forward with
the clocks, we’re also moving
forward with spring fishing. For
now it’s turned into Striper City
with unusual Sailfish and Striped
Marlin everywhere.
Water
temperatures have inched up a bit
and Jack Crevalle are thinning out unexpectedly. Fishing is great, but
it appears that we’re moving into
a transition period of sorts. One
example of this is the fact we have
some “dirty water” areas off Punta
Mita, but it’s “spotty”. For those
here in Puerto Vallarta right now
you may never see another time like
now with Stripers more abundant
in the bay than Jack Crevalle!
We’re seeing a late morning bite.
What this means is if you’re of the
common wisdom, heading out too
early, especially on a four-hour
fishing day, you could miss the bite.
Fact is, the fishing is incredible for
those lucky enough to be in PV right
now. Anywhere from Corbeteña to
Los Arcos is wide open for mostly
Striped Marlin. The funny thing
is you’re not looking for the birds,
you’re looking for fins now, dorsal

fins of Striped Marlin. Find one,
throw a Mackerel at it, then BAM,
Fish On! For those of you who
don’t know, Mackerel are a favorite
food for Sailfish and Striped Marlin.
Anything out from Punta Mita is
fertile fishing grounds. Corbeteña
also has Yellowfin Tuna Footballs,
which in a normal world would be
attracting larger fish. To be honest,
a ten-hour trip to Corbeteña is not
the best way to spend your fuel
buck. Yes, there are still some Jack
Crevalle around The Rock, but like
everywhere else they’re thinning out.
Punta Mita and area is the same
story. Yes, you’ll find the possible
Dorado around a buoy, but that
is a bit unlikely, possible yes,
but unlikely. Striped Marlin and
Sailfish you already know about.
One issue can be the spotty dirty
water, an indication that currents
are beginning to change direction.
Not much else fish wise to discuss
in the area. No Rooster fish, few
Jack Crevalle, again it’s all the
Striper show. If you are in this area
and come across the dirty water,
head north and you’ll find blue
water and more Stripers.

Inside the bay once again seems
to be the place to be. Striped
Marlin are hanging out anywhere
from Los Arcos, La Cruz or Yelapa.
Very unusual, but you could do
much better on a four to six-hour
bay fishing trip than you’ll do at the
deep water locations. The whole
south end of the bay seems to be
on fire. Las Animas, Yelapa, Boca,
they are boiling with Striped Marlin.
Any fish over a hundred pounds is
hard to call small. Jack Crevalle
as mentioned earlier is normally
our “bread and butter winter fish”
at this time of the year. But we’re
seeing JC’s dropping in numbers
and it’s a little early in the season
for that. Bonito are still around,
but not as many as normal at 30
lbs. Grouper are still at the Ameca
River and at Boca, fun to catch
and great tasting. Sierra Mackerel
are great to eat, but are making
irresistible bait. Some Snook have
been caught, it’s the season so hang
in there, this could get better in the
next days. All in all, it’s all about
Sailfish, Stripers and Jack Crevalle
this past week. A six-hour fishing
trip is recommended for the next
few days. One thing is for sure: by
the next article everything could
change. Stay tuned.
The bite this week, even with a
full moon, is happening later in
the morning, around 11 a.m. I’ve
been putting people out earlier to
catch what looked like an early

bite but we know better now. So
be where you want to be before
11 a.m. and you’ve got your best
chances of catching a bucket list
fish. Water temperatures inched up
to 74 degrees and this trend should
continue. For me, I’m still putting
people out a little earlier just in
case these fish get hungry a touch
earlier than I am predicting. The
best baits to use are the boats in the
area. Morning bait boats have been
thin on bait they’re selling, so the
price is getting steep. With Sailfish
and especially Striped Marlin
hitting Mackerel at will, it makes
sense to catch some “on the way”
as insurance. But which bait to
use is an issue. With Google Eyes,
Squid, Sardines, Mackerel are a
favorite bait. Worst case scenario,
Mackerel tastes great to people as
well, something to remember.
Until next week, don´t forget to
kiss Your Fish!
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.
com.mx
Local Phone at:
(044) 322 779-7571 Facebook:
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s /
Master-Baiters-SportfishingTackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s
® Sportfishing and Tackle is
protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan
Gabruk and Carlos Soberon.
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Tommy Clarkson

Bougainvillea glabra
Family: Nyctaginaceae
Also known as: Paper Flower
Native to Brazil, this - the most
common of all in the Bougainvillea
genus - is a sprawling shrub, or it
can also be effectively employed
as a small tree or vine. Whatever
its physical configuration, it’s
attractive! In fact, in its natural
equatorial habitat which has days
and nights of almost equal length,
Bougainvillea glabra tends to bloom
year round. It does so, as well, here
in Ola Brisa Gardens, at the latitude
of 19.1138° N.
Quite “trainable” wherever it
grows, some gardeners even trim
them into bonsai! (But it cannot
be taught - no matter how long one
patiently tries - to rollover, shake
‘hands’, or fetch a ball. However,
quite efficiently, it does effectively
obey the command to “stay”!) But,
if “tutored to full ‘treedom,’ it just
might capriciously climb up into
neighboring branches when your
back is turned. (There’s a limit to
just how much discipline a plant can
take!)
While the Lesser Bougainvillea
is appreciated by those seeing it, it
is often equally, misunderstood as
to what its observers perceive as its
flowers. That which looks, from
a distance, to be red, white, pink,
purple, orange, yellow or white
flowers - of the greater Bougainvillea
genus-whole - are, actually, bracts modified leaves. The real flowers
are quite small, clustered and have
white petals.

Similar in appearance to the
Bougainvillea glabra are fourteen
to eighteen species of Bougainvillea
(Bougainvillea x buttiana) and scads
(A botanical term, I’m sure!) of
cultivars with a range of names such
as, ‘Easter Parade’ - medium-sized
with light pink bracts, ‘Key West
White’ - a spreading sort with pure
white bracts, and ‘Singapore Beauty’
- a large, dense vine comprised or
many magenta bracts.
If not pruned and left to its own
intentions, the Bougainvillea glabra
may well grow to as tall as twenty
feet (8.10 meters). It is slightly more
cold-hardy than its kin and has a bit
fewer spines/thorns of five-eighths
of an inch (1.5 cm). Interestingly, as
attractive as its bracts of (generally)
magenta color may be, it is a bit
renowned for being hard to blend
with other garden tints, hues and
shades.
However,
occasionally,
this
species’ variants display bracts of
different colors and these tend to
flower at an earlier age than most
other kinds of Bougainvillea. It
is a stalwart sort, being heat and
drought tolerant. In fact, the more
heat and sun, the better your
Lesser Bougainvillea will like its
environs. They can also be pruned
to keep them bushy indoors - and
I’ve recently read that there are
some dwarf-growing varieties that
will remain bushy inside without
special attention. Culminating this
comparison compendium, Robert
Lee Riffle, in The Tropical Look,
observed that “Some of the oldest
[and best] named cultivars are
derivatives of this species.”
The Lesser Bougainvillea has
one and a half to three-inch (3.81
- 7.62 cm) dark, shiny, longer than

Yes, those “iddy-biddy” blossoms,
amid the colored bracts, are the real
flowers. Tiny, aren’t they?

As the blooms - and colorful bracts
- begin to fade, they should be cut
back a bit shorter than the desired
stem length to promote new, fresh
bracts and flowers.
wide, - elliptic to ovate, attenuated
leaves (these are ones that gradually
taper, forming a long, straight-sided
tip). It flowers throughout the year
– generally borne in three clusters of
three which are on top of a stalk. (Is
that as difficult to visualize as I think
it is?) Due to their thorniness, they
are often effectively used as very
attractive hedges and, as are some
other Bougainvillea species, may be
employed for topiary.
But remember, as a rule, these
plants bloom on new growth. So, as
the blooms on each branch begin to
fade, it should be cut back to a point
a bit shorter than the desired length
to promote new, fresh bracts and
flowers. I suggest that you seal any
and all cuts to prevent rot.

But if you missed some and rot’s
detected, simply cut it fully away.
It likes light, well-draining soil and
is generally not affected by pests and
diseases. It can easily be propagated
from root or branch cuttings that
have been trimmed of excess leaves,
cut below the location of each node
and placed at a 45° angle into damp
soil located in 60 - 70% shade. The
new roots should be established in
eight to ten weeks.
Other, very important things to
remember: They like lots of sun
and minimal water. The bracts
color much better if stressed by
lack of watering, so give yours not
too much aqua! Beyond that, some
gardeners suggest complete liquid
fertilizer once every two weeks. We
do so every month or so, but also
add dried cow manure on top of the
soil somewhat regularly as well.
Hot off the presses, Vol. II is ready
for you! Order now the hard copy
or eBook versions of Tommy and
Patty’s informative and entertaining,
award winning “The Civilized
Jungle” series - each with over 420
beautiful pictures. Simply go to
www.plantingtropicalroots.com
You might also want to check out
what others who have been to Ola
Brisa Gardens in Manzanillo, Mx,
for personalized, botanical garden
tours or a tropical brunch have to
say about their experiences.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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"I love," to Yvette
Sets free

Across
1. Labor Day and many
other fed. holidays
5. Canterbury can
9. "Auld Lang ___"
13. Eastern nurse

1

5

8

20

9

32

62. Hammer or sickle

29

30

2. Alpha's opposite

38

3. Bother persistently

41

4. Made the scene

44

45

46

52

53

54

47

48

49

55

Genesis garden
29. "Cool!"
30. Newbie

31. Mimic
63. Roy Rogers's real surname
32. First name in jeans
64. Rose part
33. Toot one's own horn
Down
37. "So?"

1. Of the cheek

35

43

51

18

28

40

60. Subordinate Clauses?
61. Oozy ground

27

37

42

12

15

34

39

11

24
26

33

10

21

23
25

50

7

17

22

36

6

14

19

31

19. Six Flags New
England locale

4

16

15. Where homeys hang

18. Got on in years

3

13

14. Slow, on a score
16. Lamb's meat made of
building blocks?

2

5. Comprehend
6. Black or red insects

38. Sail supports
40. Boxes: Abbr.
41. Kindled anew
43. Campus Jewish
organization
44. Fusses
47. Mukluks wearer

20. Utah state ﬂower

56

57

22. For most movie
audiences

59

60

61

8. A million to one, say

48. ___ nous

62

63

64

49. Shorten again, perhaps
50. Pedal pushers
51. Designer Gucci

24. ___ y Plata
(Montana's motto)
25. Decision regarding a
Belafonte song?
31. Picture holder
34. 1989 Oscar winner Jessica
35. Susan of "The
Partridge Family"
36. Guilty one, in copspeak
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7. Platte River Indian

37. Lion tamers' needs

45. Ltd., here

9. Haifa hello
10. One who sits crosslegged, maybe

38. Wine label info

46. Foxhole occupant

11. Christmas

52. Othello's ensign

39. Sister of Zsa Zsa

50. Guaranteed to work

12. Water awhirl

53. Plug up

40. Sound on the hour

55. Sen. Feinstein

14. Like inferior gravy

54. A deadly sin

41. Totaled, costwise

56. Airline since 1948

17. Sir's mate

58. "How about that!"

42. Place for assenting
Brits?

57. Beatle's maxim?

21. Unrestrained revelry

59. Add fringe to

23. Like some romances

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 27

Solution to Crossword
on Page 27

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)
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1

1

5

3

(See location number on Central Map)

